
Down
2. Typically has a forked tail and frequently soars on updraughts of air
3. A large hawklike bird of prey with broad wings and a rounded tail, 
often seen soaring in wide circles
4. A small falcon that hovers with rapidly beating wings while searching 
for prey on the ground
6. This diurnal bird has broad wings and long legs and tail, typically 
preying on small terrestrial animals
8. This bird has long pointed wings and a notched beak, typically 
catching prey by diving on it from above

Birds of prey
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Across
1. This bird has broad rounded wings and a long tail, typically taking 
prey by surprise with a short chase
5. This large bird is a symbol of the US
7. A large New World bird of prey of the falcon family
9. A scavenging bird of prey
10. A large fish-eating bird of prey
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Birds of Prey Crossword
ACROSS

This bird has broad 
rounded wings and a 
long tail, typically taking 
prey by surprise with a 
short chase.

This large bird is a 
symbol of the US.

A large New World
bird of prey of the 
falcon family.

A scavenging bird
of prey.

A large fish-eating
bird of prey.

1.

5.

7.

9.

10.

DOWN

Typically has a forked 
tail and frequently soars 
on updraughts of air.

A large hawklike bird of 
prey with broad wings 
and a rounded tail, 
often seen soaring in 
wide circles.

2.

3.

A small falcon that 
hovers with rapidly 
beating wings while 
searching for prey on 
the ground.

This diurnal bird has 
broad wings and long 
legs and tail, typically 
preying on small 
terrestrial animals.

4.

6.

This bird has long 
pointed wings and a 
notched beak, typically 
catching prey by diving 
on it from above.

8.

ACROSS 1. HAWK 5. EAGLE 
7. CARACARA 9. VULTURE 
10. OSPREY DOWN 2. KITE 
3. BUZZARD 4. KESTREL 
6. HARRIER 8. FALCON


